Come on a Neighbourhood Photo Scavenger Hunt with us!
Find the list of items on the other side and take photos of them. This activity will allow you to learn more about
the community you live in and appreciate its beauty from different perspectives.
Here are some ideas to get started:
a. Break into small groups of 3 or 4 people
b. Provide each team with the list, a pencil, a camera/phone and one hour to find
everything on the list
c. You may want to consider having one adults per group, just in case exploration
goes beyond your block
d. When the hour is up, come together and show off your photos
e. Vote one group the winner based on capturing all the images on the list – give
extra points for creativity!

More great ideas like this can be found on Pinterest.com

Neighbourhood Photo Scavenger Hunt!
1. Team posing with someone they’ve never met before
2. A house with a bench outside
3. Team human pyramid on the greenest lawn on the block
4. A house with an animal statue in the yard
5. Team posing on a slide or park swings
6. A pinecone
7. An interesting yard decoration on the block
8. Team posing with a neighbourhood pet
9. Team member posing like a tree, next to a tree
10.Team crammed into the smallest space on the block
11. Something pink
12. A picture of the teams shadow
13. A team member shaking hands with a neighbour
14. A team member doing something nice for someone
15. A team member posing with a red car
16. The sun
17. Team posing in front of a “For Sale” sign
18. Team posing by a fire hydrant
19. A stop sign
20. A wind chime
21. A picture of your team members shoes

